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The longer days will soon be upon us when we will be resuming our summer
programme. Once again, I want to thank everyone for their fantastic support
with regards to the Newsletter and the contributors for this edition.
When you are out and about this summer spare a little thought for the Newsletter and please write and share your findings and interests with other members.
If you have any new ideas or topics you would like me to include in the newsletter then please get in touch.

Cherry Plum - Piggys Hollow
Image: Saharima Roenisch

The copy date for the Autumn Edition is 23 August 2016
Members’ Exhibition Evening 2016 : John Tinning
The first meeting of the 2016-2017 Winter Programme will take place on
Wednesday, October 12th, 2016 at 7.30pm in The Lord Mayor’s Room at
The New Walk Museum.
As the advertisement for a well-known wood-stain claims, The Members’
Exhibition Evening “does exactly what it says on the tin”. This is an evening when you, the members of the Natural History Section share your findings and experiences during the summer months with your colleagues. It
makes for one of the most varied and enjoyable meetings of our winter
meeting programme.
It would be wonderful if you could all take part this year.

Your contribution could take any form you like:


A selection of images to be projected or displayed.



Exhibits of interesting items you have found or collected.



Verbal reports of unusual sightings or experiences.

There is no need to be shy. You will be among interested and supportive
friends, who will be intensely interested in whatever you bring to our meeting
Please keep your eyes and ears open during the spring and summer
months. Telephone Jan to reserve a slot in the programme for the evening
and let’s see if we can make October 12th, 2016 a meeting to remember!
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Solitary Wasps: Steve Woodward
I will start by trying to explain what solitary wasps
are and how they fit into the complex insect order
Hymenoptera. The order is split into three suborders, the one that concerns us is known as Apocrita – Aculeata, or the aculeates. What aculeates
have in common is a sting in the tail of the female.
Aculeates include all bees, all ants, social wasps
and solitary wasps. The remaining wasps (actually
the majority, with a mind-boggling 5900 species in
the UK) are in another sub-order (Apocrita - Parasitica) and therefore beyond the scope of this article. The third Hymenopteran sub-order is Symphyta – the sawflies.
The large black and yellow wasps that send otherwise rational people into a panic are social wasps –
many individuals share a nest and cooperate to
raise young that are not their own. They belong to
the family Vespidae, whose members can be recognised by the way they fold their wings
(lengthwise) when at rest. Solitary wasps are less
conspicuous, being smaller, often black and very
unlikely to sting. Each female makes her own nest,
without the assistance of others. A suitable location
may support many nests in close proximity, but
their owners are still regarded as solitary. Solitary
wasps are spread across ten families: they include
the potter and mason wasps (also in Vespidae
alongside the social wasps); spider-hunting wasps
(Pompilidae) and ruby-tailed or cuckoo wasps
(Chrysididae). Most of the rest are in the Crabronidae. There are 261 species of solitary wasp in the
UK and about 127 in Leicestershire & Rutland.
Whereas bees collect nectar and pollen for their
young, solitary wasps are carnivores: their young
feed on other insects or spiders. There are two
ways that a female wasp can provide meat for their
offspring: they can catch prey and bring it back to
the nest; or they can follow the example of the
cuckoo and lay their eggs in the nest of another
“host” species. Parasitic behaviour is common in
bees and wasps.
An example of the first life-style is the solitary wasp
Cerceris arenaria (Crabronidae). This is a recent
colonist in Leicestershire, one of several species
that are moving north. I have seen it at Bradgate
Park (the rocky path near Coppice Plantation),
Castle Hill at Mountsorrel and Asfordby Hill. It is a
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large yellow and black wasp, like a small vespid.
It resembles (and often nests with) C. rybyensis.
The female digs a burrow in sandy ground then
goes hunting for weevils, particularly Otiorhynchus and Strophosoma. Her sting paralyses the
weevil, which is airlifted back to the burrow. When
enough weevils have been collected to feed one
wasp larva, she packs them into a cell, lays an
egg and seals the cell. She proceeds to fill further
cells, each located in a branch off the main burrow. The weevils remain fresh because they are
still alive until the wasp grubs consume them.
Wasps develop by complete metamorphosis, so
the final instar larva becomes a pupa, then an
adult. Cerceris arenaria can be seen flying from
the end of June.
The burrow entrances remain open to intruders.
Lazy females of the same species are inclined to
take over an existing nest, rather than dig their
own. At Asfordby Hill I watched another wasp
species enter the burrows, one that I had never
seen before, with a metallic green and red body:
Hedychrum niemelai (Chrysididae). This record
seems to be the first for the east midlands. Hedychrum females lay their eggs in the cells prepared
by Cerceris. Upon hatching from the egg, the
Hedychrum grub consumes the Cerceris larva,
changes into a pupa then emerges as an adult in
July or August.
Other wasps prey on adult bees, or parasitize
their larvae. Pompilids specialise in hunting spiders – their manic behaviour makes them fascinating to watch and challenging to catch. At Ulverscroft NR I watched the slender little black
wasp Trypoxylon attenuatum (Crabronidae) bring
back small spiders and pack them into a hollow
plant stem. Some wasps, such as Ectemnius
(Crabronidae), nest in wood, shaping their cavities with powerful jaws.
The web site of the Bees, Wasps and Ants Recording Society (BWARS) is a good place to learn
more about solitary wasps. See also Baldock
(2010). To identify them accurately you need to
buy Yeo & Corbet (1995) and be prepared to put
specimens under the microscope.

Solitary Wasps continued

Cerceris arenaria female returning to her burrow carrying a weevil. Females are up to 12
mm long. Wings are held flat (not folded
lengthwise) over the abdomen.
Trypoxylon attenuatum is a slender
black wasp (up to 11 mm long) that
makes her nest in hollow plant stems.
She collects small spiders and stores
them in the stem for her grubs to feed
on.

References

Hedychrum niemelai female (7 mm long), lurking at the burrow of Cerceris. She will enter the
burrow and parasitize a Cerceris grub by laying
her egg alongside it. The thorax of the male is
blue-green.

Baldock, D. W. 2010. Wasps of Surrey. Surrey
Wildlife Trust.
BWARS: http://www.bwars.com/
Yeo, P. F. & Corbet, S. A. 2nd ed. 1995. Solitary
Wasps. Naturalists’ Handbooks Series No. 3.
Richmond Publishing.

Christmas Chancers: Andy Brooks

Mild festive weather exploited by opportunistic flowering flora made two dozen plants flower on Christmas day (2015) on the Great Central Way, Leicester.
These included surprises as well as the more expected blooms. Here is the list:
Expected: Daisy, Dandelion, White deadnettle, Oxford ragwort, Periwinkle, Ivy, Hazel pollinating
Surprises: Lesser celandine, Creeping buttercup,
Cranes bill, Wood avens, woad, white clover, hop
trefoil, cow parsley, hogweed, sweet cicely, yarrow,
fever few, alkanet, Pansies, Smooth sow thistle,
Goosefoot, and one unidentified grass

Winter aconite clothed that grass bank at St Mary
de Castro, Castle Street at the city and of the
walk.
Over all this is about a third of reported species in
flower found in the city in New Year’s plant hunt.
p.s.
Perhaps NATS could have a talk about the general variation that puts some individuals outside
the curve and how the plant itself decides to invest
energy in out of season flowering, even if they are
perennials that persist vegetatively underground
normally at this time of year.
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Fungus Walk at Priors Coppice – 20 th September 2015: Richard Iliffe
On a pleasant Sunday morning a good number of enthusiasts assembled at the small car park at Priors Coppice for a Fungus Foray.

cool wet autumn following a warm summer, providing
ideal conditions for seasonal fruiting.

The initial impression was that fungi would be hard to
find as the ground seemed very dry but we eventually
accumulated a list of over fifty species. Many were
small and insignificant, but these are often the hardest
to identify, requiring careful examination under a microscope and eventually revealing several uncommon species.
Of the more spectacular finds we recorded the Clouded
Funnel, Clitocybe nebularis. This species usually appears around mid-October and those we found were
immature and not fully developed, which caused some
uncertainty when they were examined. However they
had a beautiful fruity smell and this gave us the clue to
their identification.
We found four Inocybe species, known as Fibrecaps
because most have radial fibres on the cap surface.
The rather common White Fibrecap was widespread
and with them we recorded the closely related Lilac Fibrecap. These two species can lead to confusion because neither has the usual fibrous cap. More typical
was the Star Fibrecap, Inocybe asterospora, which has
a very fibrous conical cap and spiky star-shaped spores.
The fourth species we found is not at all common and
has the rather attractive scientific name of Inocybe margaritispora which may be derived from the irregular
spore shape which again is somewhat stellate.
The genus Marasmius has a wide range of species,
many of them very small and white with dark stems,
collectively known as Parachutes because of the domed
shape of the caps. At Priors Coppice we recorded the
Pearly Parachute, Marasmius wynnei. This is among
the largest in the genus and when young it is pure white
with an orange stem base. It is usually found in clusters
on old fallen wood, but it changes appearance as it ages, becoming a rather dull grey brown colour (See photographs). Priors Coppice had been the only site for it
in Leicestershire and Rutland until later this year, when
good collections of it were found at Highway Spinney,
which is beside Hinckley Road in Leicester. A week
later clusters of it were also found at Swithland Wood.
The conditions this autumn must have suited this particular species and we can no longer regard it as being
locally rare. 2015 was a very good year for fungi, with a
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Marasmius wynnei - Highway spinney

Marasmius wynnei - Swithland Wood

Of the non-mushroom type of fungi we recorded two
examples of Coral Fungi which were growing side by
side on bare soil. One was the Grey Coral, Clavulina
cinerea, and the other the Crested Coral, Clavulina
coralloides, the latter being white with spiky tips to the
upright growths, contrasting with the smooth lilac-grey
tips of the former.
Midway through the morning Jan Dawson drew my
attention to a white woolly looking growth among
mosses on a fallen log. I had never seen anything
quite like it before and had some doubt whether the
growths were fungal. Work under the microscope
revealed that they were indeed fungi and they were
eventually identified as Pterula multifida, a first record
for VC55. I have provided a photograph, with apologies for the slight lack of sharpness.

Fungus Walk at Priors Coppice continued
After several hours at home with the microscope I was
quite pleased with my list of finds. However, in the
post next morning I received a note from Roy Lemmon
listing a further eighteen species. Roy had joined us in
the car park and had then roamed independently, concentrating on the eastern half of the woodland which is
damper and more open, with a better flora. His list
comprised mostly mildews and rusts found growing on
the leaves of plants.
Overall it was a very satisfying morning, with one new
county record and several uncommon species. My
thanks to all who came and helped to find them.
Pterula multifidi - Priors wood

Two Birds Under A Bush: Ron Ellis
The birds a wood pigeon, Columba palumbus and a
sparrowhawk, Accipiter nisus . The time and date
Sunday 15th November 2015 at 1.45 p.m. The
weather fair, the sun shinning.

The place, as the sign says ‘cone lane unadopted’ a
narrow defite or cul-de-sac leading to garages and
two houses, situated between Knighton Park road
and Victoria Park road. Not a typical place of natural
interest though I have seen apart from the frequent
debris of transient lovers, foxes, hedgehogs and
woodpeckers. The lane is a hundred to a hundred
and fifty yards long. Along the north or Victoria park
side, there is mainly wooden fencing and along the
other side bushes and undergrowth.

the front of the house, collected my camera and returned. I positioned the car so that the driver’s door
was facing the birds, some 4-6 feet away. I slowly
lowered the window and took some photos, but the
angle was wrong and it was difficult to focus. I
opened the door to its full extent and carefully slid out
and down to the ground with my feet stretched out in
front. I positioned and focused the camera. “Was this
to be the nature shot of the year?” I was about to fully
depress the shutter button, when a shrill female voice
shouted out “ are you alright?” I was alright but the
bird had flown.

That Sunday afternoon I was driving out of my garage, which lies at the bottom of my garden but at the
top of Cone Lane. On my right a column of feathers
rising several feet, like some urgent American Indian
signal, caught my attention.
The feathers were being flung up by the Sparrow
hawk greedily tearing in to its victim’s breast. I drew
up alongside, stopped and watched for a while. I
thought what a pity I did not have my camera with
me. However, I continued on my journey, a swimming appointment with my grandsons.
After about an hour I returned, the birds were still
there. The Sparrow hawk seemed determined on its
meal and was not to be distracted. This time I decided to fetch my camera. I reversed, drove round to
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Emperor Moths in Queniborough: Shelagh and John Tinning
Some of you will recall that an article in an earlier newsletter, gave an account of a female Emperor Moth, Saturnia pavonia that appeared in a moth trap in our Queniborough garden on the morning of April 10th, 2014.

Adrian looked after the eggs whilst we were away.
They hatched after about ten days and were provided
with sprays of fresh hawthorn leaves.

By the time we arrived home, the caterpillars were
growing quickly and were being kept in a large Really
Useful Box. They were voracious feeders and grew
very quickly. Fresh food was required daily and the
box was cleaned out every two days to avoid fungal
infection caused by the accumulation of frass. We
could actually hear them munching through leaves. It
was difficult to count the number of larvae accurately
as were tried to avoid touching them as much as possible, but we estimated that we had approximately 100
individuals by the time they began to pupate.

Adrian Russell confirmed that this was the first record of
an Emperor Moth in VC55 since 2008. She subsequently
produced two large clusters of light green eggs. We all
agreed that, as a conservation measure, it would be a
sensible move to try and hatch the eggs, rear any caterpillars that hatched through to the pupal stage, over winter the pupae and release any moths that emerged from
the pupae in the spring of 2015 in exactly the same place
where their mother had been found.

The eggs were pale green when freshly laid, but later
turned a silvery brown. They were ovoid in shape and
some had small dimples or depressions in their otherwise smooth surface. Several eggs had hairs attached,
presumably from the female’s abdomen.
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Larvae became rather listless and lost their vibrant
colours when they started the process of pupation.
They wove a thick tough case of brown silk which rapidly hardened. The larvae pupated inside these cases,
which were stuck to twigs and branches inside the box
in which they had
been reared. When
all the larvae had
disappeared, we very
carefully cut the cases free of the vegetation and placed them
on the surface of
seed trays which had
been filled with
dampened compost.
There were 92 of
them.

Emperor Moths in Queniborough continued

The trays were carefully placed under a cloche in a quiet part of the garden and basically left alone throughout
the winter. The cloche had a permeable cover and this
provided protection from avian predators but allowed
dampness to soak through.

Adrian had suggested that the additional protection
might lift the temperature and encourage early emergence, and this proved to be the case. On the 2 nd April
2015, we checked the trays and noticed a broad feathered antenna protruding from an aperture at the end of
the pupal case; clearly the first male was beginning to
emerge. The trays were removed and placed inside a
netted space with twigs and sticks provided for the
emerging moths to climb.
The moths climbed the twigs and their crumpled wings
rapidly began to unfold and harden. Two female moths
emerged on the same day and a mated paired were
hanging together on the netting by late afternoon.

Between April 2nd and April 10th, 19 male and 30 female
Emperor moths emerged and were released in quiet
areas of the garden. The day-flying males left quite
quickly, but the females left during the night. On two
occasions we observed males flying around the
emrgence netting, presumably drawn by the pheremone
trail released by the recently emrged females.
It will be very interesting to see whether further examples of the species occur after this exercise.
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Local Weather Summary: Tim Hartshorne
Measurements from vantage pro2 weather station and cross checked with local Met
Office data.
Storms Abigail through to Gertrude appeared over
this period and caused significant damage and disruption but as is often the case, Leicestershire escaped the worst of these storms and the predominant local picture over this period was relatively
mild and at times unseasonably warm weather.

September 2015
September was a relatively quiet month from a
weather perspective. It started off showery on the
1st with 6.6mm of rain in a NW wind. The average
temperature across the UK for the month was 11.8
O
C. The maximum local temperature was 21.9 OC
on the 11th and the minimum was 2.3 OC on the
26th. The average wind direction for the month was
W to NW and winds were relatively light with a
maximum gust of 22mph recorded on the 12th.
High pressure dominated particularly at the end of
the month with a high of 1036.3 recorded on the
28th. The mean barometric pressure for September
was 1016mb. This was the month of the supermoon lunar eclipse occurring in the early hours of
the 28th. The moon appeared 14% larger than normal being at its closest point to the earth due to its
orbit being slightly elliptical. This event coincided
with a total lunar eclipse.

the maximum temperature was 14 OC but 23.6 OC
was recorded at Kew Gardens.

November 2015
November was also relatively mild month but it did
see the introduction of the new Met office system
for naming storms (Abigail, Barney and Clodagh
all made the news). It is felt that this method will
aid the communication of approaching severe
weather and potentially disruptive storms. The
mean UK average temperature was 8.2 OC, which
is 2 OC above the 1982-2010 long-term average.
Locally the average temperature was 9.5 OC with a
maximum of approximately 18 OC on the 1st and a
minimum of -3.7 OC on the 21st. The temperature
also dropped below freezing on the 22nd and 23rd.
The wind was more of a feature with the predominant direction from the SW and W. Maximum wind
gusts of 33 and 45mph were recorded on 13th and
17th respectively coinciding with storm Abigail and
Barney. Although, there was rain on 23 days of
this month it wasn’t especially heavy for the majority of the time with an average rainfall of approximately 54mm. Barometric pressure for the month
was reasonably high with an average of 1012mb.
The largest fall in pressure to 995mb coincided
with storm Barney.

October 2015
October was also a relatively quiet with high pressure dominating the majority of the month. The
average national temperature was 10 OC with the
local average being 10.9 OC. The minimum temperature was 3 OC on the 21st and the maximum 19
O
C on the 1st. Wind direction was very variable this
month and again was not a major local feature with
a maximum gust of 22mph recorded on the 22 nd. It
was a reasonably dry month with an average local
rainfall of approximately 56mm. The heaviest
downpours were on the 5th, 6th and 28th of the
month. Of course the 31st was Halloween and this
was the warmest Halloween on record. Locally,
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December 2015
December was an unseasonably mild month but
this belies significant destruction caused in Northern parts of the UK due to severe flooding with
bridges washed away in Cumbria and North Yorkshire. The mean UK temperature was 7.9 OC,
which is 4.1 OC above the 1982-2010 long-term
average. It was also the warmest December from
a series from 1910 and the Met Office commented
that temperatures were ‘more comparable to those
normally recorded in October and April’. They also
noted that ‘it was also easily the warmest December in the Central England temperature (CET) se-

Weather Summary continued
ries from 1659’. Locally the average temperature
was 10 OC with a maximum of 15.4 OC on the 19th
and a minimum of 1 OC on the 31st. However, for
large parts of the month the minimum temperature
rarely dropped below 6 OC. This month saw many
days with rain and the local average for the month
was approximately 62mm. However, contrast this
with 264 mm that fell in one day at Thirlmere in
Cumbria during storm Desmond! It is clear that
Leicestershire got off comparatively lightly in terms
of rain this month. Wind was very much associated
with a number of depressions and storms
(Desmond, Eva and Frank). The highest local wind
speed was 40mph on the 5th associated with storm
Desmond. The predominant wind direction was
form the SW.

average. The mean local temperature was 5.5 OC
with a maximum of 14.7 OC on the 27th and a minimum of -4.2 OC on the 19th. Local rainfall for the
month was 58.6mm. Winds were a feature, although slightly less so than the previous month,
predominately from a SW direction. Storm Gertrude appeared at the end of the month causing
damage in the North of England and Scotland but
did not have any significant impact in Leicestershire. Maximum wind gusts of 33-35mph were
recorded locally on the 26th and 27th. Average barometric pressure for the month was 1005mb.

January 2106
The New Year began with unsettled weather and
low pressure dominating, resulting in a number of
reasonably mild but rainy days to the middle of the
month. The UK mean temperature was 4.5 °C,
which is 0.9 °C above the 1981-2010 long-term

Narcreous cloud–otherwise known as mother of pearl cloud seen over Leicester on 1st February 2016.
The water droplets that make up the cloud are smaller and scatter light in a different way. Image: P Khodabakhsh
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Picture Quiz

Images: A, C, D, F, G,L Speranza Downs, Image B Hazel Graves, Image E Steve Woodward
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Picture Quiz

Images: H, I, J, K, M, N, O, P, Q, R, S, T, U, V, W, X, Y, Z : David Nicholls
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Odd Observations: Jan Dawson
In October last year, on one of those gloriously sunny
days, I called in at the Botanic Gardens to check on the
autumn colour of the maples – always a joy. Ladybirds
were flying everywhere but I noticed large numbers sunning themselves on the three curvaceous, enfolded pillars
of Helaine Blumnenfeld’s sculpture “The Space Within”.
Made of patinated bronze, their dark colour, enhancing
the warmth of the sun, was proving irresistible. All were
specimens of the alien Harlequin Ladybird, Harmonia
axyridis. This is said to stay out later in the season and
to come out earlier in the spring, resulting in their outcompeting our native species. They are also as large as our
7-spot and will cannibalise smaller larval stages. H.
axyridis is a very variable species –var. succinea is the
commonest, as here, a form with red elytra, covered in
small black spots. But other varieties were also present –
var. conspicua, black with two big red commas and var.
spectabilis, black with four red eye spots. And we have
some in the Museum collections that look as if a var. succinea had had its back end dipped in black paint, var.
equicolor. With over a hundred varieties, they must be a
treat for enquiring geneticists.
Talking of ladybirds, Pippa Greenwood on Gardeners’
Question Time mentioned a fungal disease which grows
on the chitin exoskeleton of ladybirds, producing yellow
bristles all over the back of female ladybirds and the underside of males. Spread, it seems, by copulation. She
mentioned it in connection with the Harlequin and I immediately thought that here we might have a disease that
would attack the alien selectively. But Richard IIiffe disabused me of this: the fungus attacks a wide range of beetles and, of ladybirds, prefers our native 2-spot. Also, it
doesn’t seem to actually kill them. But it would be worth
looking out for the infected insects, especially among the
large groups of hibernating ladybirds characteristically
formed by the Harlequin. It sounds easy enough to spot
and there is a national survey interested in your records.

This observation much intrigued me. In my back yard I
hang bird food – insect-filled suet – in a wire mesh imitation “sunflower” off the branch of a 2.5 m standard bay
tree, planted in a half-barrel. I’d noticed dried slime on
the mesh previously and now found the culprit in situ, -- a
large garden snail, Helix aspersa. Though snails are
largely vegetarian, they certainly enjoy animal protein and
they actually require it prior to egg-laying. And they can
certainly climb well enough. One finds them up walls
and trees, usually in hot weather, taking advantage of the
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cooler air at height and clamped tightly down to
avoid losing water.
But it did seem an awful lot of effort for the snail
to get to the food and how did it know from the
ground that it was up there? Snails, it seems,
have a reasonable sense of smell, located in the
smaller front pair of tentacles and this operates
over some 5 metres, putting the bird feeder well
within range. And it could also have already
sampled fallen scraps on the ground below and
taken a fancy to them. So, off up the barrel, up
the tree trunk, out along the branch and down
the fine wire circles from which the feeder is suspended. Having once found such a tasty, even
essential food source, it would have been able to
retrace its steps for repeat visits by tasting its
slime trail. Fascinating

I leave the dead heads of herbaceous plants in
my gardens in situ over winter, partly because
some look good but mostly because they provide
cover, food and protection for wildlife. In April,
everything gets tidied up and it was then, in my
garden at Launde, that I came across the toad,
buried up to its back in the soil. Luckily I noticed
the pattern of its warty skin before plunging my
fork in to turn the soil over. Prodding him gently,
I wondered if he was dead. But no, he shuffled
a bit and stayed doggo. So I put back some leaf
cover and left him be, though later movement
among the plants showed he was on the move.
I’ve also actually dug up a very small toad buried
15 cms down in the soil, again without mishap
and found an adult overwintering in the outhouse
loo, nice and damp because of the lack of a
damp-proof course and hidden under leaves
blown in under the door.
I’m intrigued to find these toads because I have
no pond in the garden. But this is situated on
the side of Whatborough Hill, where the porous
marlstone cap meets the underlying clay and the
absorbed water leaks out through a series of
springs and the water table is high. So ditches
and such are always full over the spring, the only
time toads with their heavy-duty skin are dependent on water, to breed. And they are said to travel long distances to return to the water sources in
which they grew up.

Harlequin ladybirds, Harmonia axyridis Images: David Nicholls (naturespot.org.uk)

Var. spectabilis

Var. succinea

Larva of Harlequin Ladybird

Autumn 2015 Programme : Hazel Graves
The Section enjoyed a wide range of topics with
talks by some of our own members and also by a
variety of guest speakers.
The Members’ Evening started the season on 30
September with three illustrated presentations. Steve Woodward’s “I love wasps” covered background
information about wasp biology and detailed recent
survey work in Leicestershire, where Steve and Helen Ikin are finding new species for the County Lists.
This was followed by Jim Hayes, “Tanzania January
2015”, a beautifully illustrated presentation of an
African trip showcasing a wide range of birds and
mammals. The final presentation was by Hazel
Graves, “Limestone Pavement and Raised Bog in
Cumbria June 2012”, illustrating some of the flora
and insect life found in these two contrasting environments.
“The Plight of the Bumblebee” was the lecture on 14
October, by Richard Commont, Data Monitoring Officer at the Bumblebee Conservation Trust, and
leader of the BeeWalk Bumblebee Transect Monitoring Scheme who gave us an extremely informative and fascinating insight into the world of the
bumblebee by initially explaining what a bumblebee
is, and its life cycle. He then covered the topics “A
Working Monarchy” and “Decline and Fall of the
Bumblebee” and finally discussed the question
“Should we be worried?”
For 28 October 2015 we were entranced by Steve
Woodward’s talk “Pushing up the Daisies – Churchyard Wildlife in VC55.” Steve explained how the
Churchyard Survey developed from the Loughborough Nats Grace Dieu Project, where many bees
and wasps had been encountered, prompting him to
make a County list. Churchyards are a good place
to find more, and of course once there other species
were recorded. Eventually Steve and Helen Ikin vis-

ited 333 churchyards, generating 19,412 records of 913
species. They looked at various habitats, eg grasslands, walls, trees and at a wide range of groups, such
as flowering plants, bryophytes, fungi, birds, mammals,
reptiles, insects etc.
11 November saw Mark Skevington lecturing on “PanSpecies Listing – Recording across the Orders.” Mark
explained how his interest in birds developed into moth
recording. Following the Watermead 2010 Bioblitz he
became more aware of other orders. He now records a
variety or orders both nationally and locally often in the
company of other recorders with an element of competition. This is made easier by recently published guides,
keys (both print and on the web), the web sites and
blogs of other pan-species recorders, and easier ways
of submitting records eg via NatureSpot. He publishes
his own blog. Mark illustrated his talk with excellent
photos of some of his more unusual finds.
The 43rd Sowter Memorial Lecture was by Richard Iliffe
on 25 November. Richard’s talk illuminated the fascinating world of fungi by describing what they are, when
they evolved, what they do, how we identify them and
how we make practical use of them, finishing with a
particularly intriguing description of the behaviour and
life cycle of slime moulds.
The final treat of the season was our Christmas meeting 9th December when one of our Chairmen, John Tinning, a member of the Zoological Photographic Club
and the Nature Photographers’ Portfolio, delighted us
with his exceptional photography of a wide range of
wildlife, especially birds and moths, including plants
and mammals, from his travels to Spain, France, and
Sri Lanka and also from the UK.
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Viviparous Trifolium Repens : Diane Mattley
In botany, vivipary is defined as the germination of
seed within the intact fruits, while attached to the
parent plant.
Vivipary in White Clover, Trifolium repens is seen
when atmospheric moisture is high and conditions
are wet. The dried inflorescence head (containing
the seed) gets wet and the seeds begin to germinate inside it, with little or no dormant period.

These specimens were found at a BSBI joint meeting
of Warwickshire and Leicestershire groups on the border of the two vice-counties at Shawell, on August 8th
2015. The weather around that time was unsettled with
above average rainfall.
Reference: Majumdar, S., Banerjee,S., De K.K ( 2004)
Vivipary in White Clover (Trifolium repens L.) Current
Science 86: 29-30

Normal Trifolium Repens from The University of Leicester Herbarium

Trifolium repens
Narborough, dry bank
V.c. 55

Trifolium repens
Shawell, Leicestershire

4 July 1948

8 August 2015

E.K.Horwood

D.Mattley

Dr. JENNIFER OWEN, 1936 –2015 : Jan Dawson
Few current Section members will have known Jenny in person. She was one of our most distinguished members but suffered long-term from multiple sclerosis, which precluded her from taking an
active part in Section affairs, over recent years.
Jenny was born in Leicester. Her father, Alan Bak,
was an enthusiastic gardener and birdwatcher and
for some years Chairman of the Ornithological Society. Sharing these interests with his daughter
sowed the seeds of a lifetime’s work devoted to the
natural world. Jenny excelled at school and went
up to Oxford in 1955 to read Zoology, gaining an
outstanding 1st class degree.
At Oxford, Jenny met and married Dennis Owen,
also a zoology student. After graduating, the Owens travelled widely, studying for their doctorates at
Michigan University, U.S.A. and later moving to Africa, first Uganda and then Sierra Leone and finally
to Sweden. But in 1971, the decision was made to
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return to Leicester to bring up their family. Jenny soon
found work at the University, also teaching at the
Wyggeston Girls’ School and giving essential support
to the newly founded City Wildlife Project, one of the
first pioneering groups of the Urban Conservation
Movement. In 1983, she became their Chairman and
later, a trustee.

But the m.s. had already been diagnosed and Jenny
turned her hand to a writing career, while also serving
as a panellist on the BBC Quiz “What on Earth”, alongside other radio and TV appearances. However, the
most remarkable achievement, for which she will always be remembered, was the intensely detailed, 30year survey of the wildlife in the Owens’ garden at 66,
Scraptoft Lane, Humberstone, an apparently ordinary
suburban garden but managed in ways sympathetic to
wildlife. Species were observed directly and trapped
by a variety of different methods, meticulously recorded and identified, making use of expert referees for
particularly difficult groups. Many were new county rec-

Dr. Jennifer Owen continued
ords, several were new national records and there
were even species new to science! The results of
the first 15 years work, “The Ecology of a Garden”
was published in 1991 and the final “Wildlife of a
Garden” in 2010. Here was the proof that urban
wildlife, generally disregarded by conservationists,
had to be taken seriously, kick-starting the whole
movement of wildlife-friendly gardening we support
so enthusiastically today. The Section was privileged to visit the garden in 1979, with Jenny and
Dennis on hand to explain their management and
trapping methods. And Jenny wrote up the Malaise

trap catches of flying insects in Newsletters 35
and 66.
But the m.s. had to win. Jenny died in November, looked after up to the end by her devoted
daughter and grandchildren. Hers is a story of
intellectual curiosity and drive, enormous courage and a talent for family life. She was a truly
inspirational person.

Below a scanned extract of an article
about The Malaise Trap by written by
Jennifer Owen in
Newsletter No: 35 in Spring 1982
A Malaise Trap Image: Adrian Russell
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A “des res” but I’m not sure about the neighbours” : Ivan Pedley
Sand martins Riparia riparia are a particularly welcome site in the spring. They are usually the first of
the Hirudinidae (a group of passerine birds which
includes house martins and swallows) to quit Africa
and jet their way to this green and pleasant land with
its abundant insect life. It is as if they are as keen to
be away from the heat and dust of the equator as we
are to see them back, for to us they herald the longer
days and warmth of summer.
Last summer I was fortunate to join two ornithologists
Andrew Smith and Christine Flint as they ringed the
sand martin chicks at the new colony at Bagworth
Heath. They were interested in the birds; I was interested in the ticks carried by the birds; but over several visits our interests seem to become as one— who
cannot but be charmed by these lovely birds, such
masters of the air; and who, in turn, cannot fail to become fascinated by the life history of the parasites
that they carry, un-endearing as they seem.
Aristotle had nothing good to say about them—
“Disgusting parasitic animals”, was his view, and,
with the threat of Lyme disease now in the county,
those who enjoy country activities might perhaps
share his lack of enthusiasm. In his defence however,
I should add that he had been spending many days
dissecting sea urchin’s mouth parts (the famous Aristotle’s Lantern) on the Greek isle of Lesbos and his
stomach might not have been settled enough to appreciate the fascinating life histories of ticks. After a
few months philosophizing, away from the reek of
dead shell-fish, he might have come to a different
view.
Fortunately for ornithologists, Ixodes lividus, the tick
which usually parasitizes sand martins, is not thought
to carry Lyme disease. All three stages of the tick’s
life cycle: larva, nymph and adult, require blood
meals in order to survive but it is the adult female, in
particular, which needs to engorge with blood to 7-8
mm in size (she has even, as an evolutionary process, lost much of her hard armour plating to allow
for this expansion) in order to produce the large number of eggs needed to ensure the continuation of the
species.
Ixodes lividus is endophilic which means that all the
stages of its life cycle typically remain hidden in the
nest, only moving on to the bird to feed. Exophilic
ticks, such as the all too familiar sheep tick X. ricinus,
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Ixodes lividus on two nestlings at Bagworth Heath.

actively seek out their host by clinging to vegetation,
“questing” for a passing animal. Each stage needs to
return to the nest after feeding to digest its meal, and
all stages are found in the nest at the end of the
breeding season where they then overwinter, waiting
for the return of the birds in the following spring. Adult
and first year birds obviously carry small numbers of
ticks of both sexes during migration south and subsequently on returning in the spring. These “commuting
ticks” can clearly withstand months on the bird, presumably without the need to detaching after feeding
which would lead to the loss of its host and death.
The results at Bagworth Heath for 2015 were interesting; 82 chicks from 22 nests were ringed; 4 female
ticks in various stages of repletion were collected from
4 nestlings in separate nests. This represents an 18%
nest infestation with 5% nestlings parasitized which,
though small, is concerning in a new colony. In north-

Ivan Pedley continued
ern Germany Ixodes lividus is a serious pest of sand
martin colonies where heavy infestation has caused the
deaths of many birds, with 100% of colonies and 70% of
nests being infected. The importance of the colony at
Bagworth cannot be overstated. It is a new colony—the
artificial “bank” was built in 2014 and hence the ticks recorded in 2015 had been carried in by birds since leaving
UK the previous year having picked then up at a previous
UK colony or, not very likely, whilst at a winter roosts
from other birds. We have been presented with a valuable opportunity not only to record the build-up in tick numbers in the years to come, but also to trial management

techniques which may mitigate this infestation—
e.g. completely clearing nest holes before refilling
versus not clearing, and perhaps the use of insecticides etc.
After the miserable winter we have all experienced the warmth of summer is wonderful to look
forward to; and yes, to “tick” a few ticks; but that
would be little more than “stamp collecting”, yet
more to be beguiled by these remarkable parasites who live their lives in step with their host, the
sand martin; and to discover a little more about
their natural history.

Answers to Quiz: Pages 10-11
A ] Grass snake , Natrix natrix_Rutland Water

L ] Common seals, Phoca vitulina_Berneray

B ] Treehopper, Centrotus cornutus_cloud
wood_June 2013

M] 16-Spot Ladybird_Martinshaw_29June 07

C ] Oysterplant, Mertensia maritima
D ] Black Guillemot, Cepphus grylle
E ] Distorted leaves at the shoot tips of Box
caused by a jumping plant louse Spanioneura
buxi

F ] Great Skua (Bonxie), Stercorarius skua
G ] Shetland Mouse-Ear (Edmondston’s Chickweed), Cerastium nigrescens
H ] White-lipped snail, Cepaea hortensis
_Cossington_11Oct11
I ] Zaraea fasciata_Martinshaw_27June09
J ] Alder Spittlebug_NewLount_27Sep12
K ] Waspbeetle_Martinshaw_23June07

N ] Arion subfuscus_Ratby_9Jun12
O ] Bombus hypnorum_CloudWood_7July12
P ] Pill Woodlouse_Garden_9June06
Q ] Chimney Sweeper_GraceDieu_6June08
R ] Emerald_RutlandW_20June06
S ] Hairy Shieldbug_Martinshaw_29May07
T ] Plums & Custard_M'shaw_1Oct04
U ] Dock Bug_Ratby_31May13
V ] Purple thorn_garden_29July05
W] Volucella pellucens_Ulverscroft_12July08
X ] Myathropa Florea_AbbeyPk_11Sep10

Notice board

Does any one know what this is ?
Found in a nest box at Welford Cemetery on
February 2016. Image: Russell Parry

This image by Hazel Graves, should have read Emerald Damselfly and not Emerald Dragonfly.
A Week in Norfolk article in Newsletter No: 101 by
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